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SUMMARY
Due to increasing levels of fault currents, Fault Current Limiters (FCLs) are expected to play an important
role in the protection of future power grids. Inductive saturable FCLs are particularly interesting due to
their inherent reaction on the fault. Many different configurations have been proposed in literature. Being
difficult or impossible to create accurate analytical models of some FCL configurations, the development of
Finite Element (FE) models for inductive FCLs is required. This paper presents a 3D nonlinear transient FE
modeling technique applied to two inductive FCLs, namely so-called open-core and three-leg single-core
FCLs. The models have been validated by comparing simulation results with lab measurements. Results
show excellent agreement. The models constitute a valuable tool for design, optimization and verification of
inductive FCLs. Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fault Current Limiters (FCLs) are expected to play an important role in the protection of future
power grids. They are capable of preventing the fault currents from reaching too high levels and,
therefore, reducing the mechanical and thermal stress of all power system components.
FCLs can be classified on passive, solid-state and hybrid FCLs [1]. Passive FCLs are particularly
interesting due to inherent reaction on the fault. Inductive FCLs based on the core saturation
belongs to the class of the passive FCLs. They comprise magnetic cores and windings. Different
configurations of inductive FCL are proposed in literature [1]-[4]. It is difficult, or in some cases
impossible, to derive accurate analytical models of FCL designs.
The goal of this paper is to introduce a 3D nonlinear transient Finite Element (FE) modeling
technique applied to inductive core-saturable FCLs. The technique constitutes a valuable tool for
verification and optimization of the inductive FCL. The operation of the designed FCL can be
verified precisely, with the possibility to vary all design parameters. Experiments with both the
three-leg [2] and open-core [3] FCL configurations were performed in the lab in order to provide
reference data for the verification of the models. 3D simulation results for the limited current show
excellent agreement with measurements.
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2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF INDUCTIVE FCLS
Inductive FCLs behave as variable inductors, owing to the ac winding’s inductance dependency on
the relative permeability of the core, i.e. LF CL = LF CL (µ). The ac winding of FCL is connected
in series to the line; its impedance during normal operation of the system is very low and does
not influence the normal current. To achieve this, additional dc winding is wound on the core and
connected to a dc current source. It drives the core deep to saturation, which results in a low value
of the core permeability (i.e. winding inductance). After a fault inception, the rising fault current
flows through the ac winding and takes the core out of saturation. As a result, the impedance of the
ac winding increases and restrains the fault current.
How this principle is put into practise is shown in the following two examples.

2.1. Open-Core FCL Configuration
The open-core FCL, shown in Fig.1(a), consists of a single core with one ac and one dc winding perphase [3]. The dc winding is connected to a current source and saturates the core. The ac winding
is connected in series with a line. During the normal regime, the core remains saturated and the
inductance of the ac winding is very low. After a fault inception, left and right legs of the core are
alternately de-saturated by the fault current, imposing large impedance into the line and restraining
the fault. Further details on this topology can be found in [3].

2.2. Three-Leg Single-Core FCL Configuration
The three-leg single-core FCL, shown in Fig.1(b) has one core per phase [2]. Each outer leg contains
one ac and one dc winding. The dc windings are connected in series and provide circular dc flux
flow, saturating the outer legs of the core. The ac flux closes its path through the left (in another half
cycle right leg) and the middle leg of the core. The middle leg provides a shunt path for the ac flux.
Upon a fault inception, the outer legs are alternately de-saturated from one half-cycle to another,
resulting in increased FCL impedance. Further details on this FCL topology can be found in [2].

3. LAB EXPERIMENTS
To provide reference data for the models developed, experiments are done in the lab. The
experimental circuit consists of a power supply, load resistor, dc current source and triggering
circuit. A fault is initiated using a triggering circuit and electromechanical relay. Table I gives the
parameters of the electrical circuit.
Table I. Parameters of the Electrical Circuit

Parameter
Supply voltage Ve [Vp ]
Nominal line current Inom [Ap ]
Fault current If ault [Ap ]
dc current Idc [A]
Resistance Rload [Ω]

Value
28.2
5
22
10
4.5

The open-core lab model is presented in Fig.1(a). As stated earlier, it has one ac and one dc
winding. The three-leg FCL is presented in Fig.1(b). Both outer legs comprise one ac and one
dc winding. A gap is placed in the middle leg. Laminated silicon-steel cores are used for the
experiments. Table II gives the FCL parameters.
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Figure 1. FCLs used in the experiment
Table II. Parameters of the FCL prototypes

FCL parameter
Core cross-section Scr [cm2 ]
Core width cw [cm]
Core height ch [cm]
Core depth ch [cm]
Window width ww [cm]
Window height wh [cm]
Number of dc turns Ndc [turn]
Number of ac turns Nac [turn]
Resistance of ac winding Rac [Ω]
DC winding height dch [cm]
DC winding width dcw [cm]
AC winding height ach [cm]
AC winding width acw [cm]

Three-leg
6.5
12.8
13
2.5
2.5
7.8
170
170
1.3
3
2
3
2

Open-core
12.625
7.5
12.6
5.05
2.5
7.8
250
200
1.3
1.6
2.2
3.7
1.3

4. CIRCUIT MODEL
The current I in an RL-circuit with variable inductance satisfies the following circuit equation
d
(L I) + RI = Ve (t) ,
dt

(1)

stating that at all times the sum of the induced Vind and resistive Vres voltage is equal to the externally
supplied one. If therefore the amplitude of the applied voltage is to stay constant, any drop in the
resistive voltage must be compensated by an increase in its induced counterpart. Denoting the core
cross-section and number of turns by Scr and Nw , respectively, the induced voltage can be expressed
by the law of Faraday-Lenz as the time derivative magnetic flux through Scr
Z
dψ(t)
where ψ(t) = Nw
B(x, t) · dS .
(2)
Vind = −
dt
Scr
In the application considered, the impedance of the ac coil is time-dependent through the
permeability µ of the ferromagnetic core. The equation for the current in the ac coil can be solved
by assuming a lumped parameter approximations for L as e.g. in [1]
L(t) = µ(t) Nw2

Scr
,
lpath

(3)

where lpath denotes the average length of the flux path. If µ can be computed from ψ using the B -H
curve, then Equation (1) is equivalent to the following non-linear ordinary differential equation for
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ψ
R
d
ψ+
ψ = Ve (t) .
dt
L(ψ)

(4)

Having solved this equation for ψ(t), I(t) can be computed in a post-processing stage.
The shortcomings of the presented circuit model is that fringing and leakage effects of the flux
are not accounted for in expressions like Equation (3). It is furthermore not clear how to define the
cross-section Scr in case that the coil consists of multiply layers of windings. This motivates the
development of a field-circuit coupled model in the next section.

5. FIELD-CIRCUIT COUPLED MODEL
The field-circuit coupled model consists of a partial differential equation for the magnetic field in the
FCL, coupled with an ordinary differential equation for the current in the ac coil. Both are coupled
by the magnetically induced voltage in the AC coil. We introduce the so-called coil winding function
z(x) [7]-[8], in such a way that the applied current density in the coils can be written as
Je (x, t) =

Nw I(t)
z(x) ,
Sac

(5)

where Sac denotes the cross-section of the ac coil. The magnetic field equation in the magnetic
vector potential A can then be written as [5]
σ

∂A
−1
+ ∇ × µ−1
0 µr (∇ × A) = Je .
∂t

(6)

This system of partial differential equations has to be coupled with Equation (1), where instead of
(2) the induced voltage is computed by a homogenization procedure over the turns in the winding
resulting in the following integral of the components of the electrical field E in the direction of the
winding over the volume of the ac coil
Z
Nw
E · z dΩ ,
(7)
Vind =
Sac Ωac
avoiding the ambiguity in the definition the surface Scr . In case of the three-leg configuration
discussed in Subsection 2.2, the induced voltage consists of two contributions corresponding to
the separate ac coils. The fault inception is simulated by allowing the Ohmic resistance R(t) in (1)
to drop from Rload + Rac to Rac given in Table I and Table II at a particular time instance. We
specify a non-linear B -H -curve for magnetic relative permeability µr in the core and set the electric
conductivity σ to zero in both the coils and the core, neglecting induced currents. Neglecting σ
throughout the computational domain results the spatially discrete magnetic field operator with
a non-trivial null-space. To avoid that numerical iterative procedures such as Newton and timeintegration methods to build up components in this non-trivial null-space, we take the Coulomb
gauging condition into account and solve for both the vector potential and a gauging field.
We implemented our model in Comsol Multiphysics 3.5 [6] which is a general purpose software
environment for the finite element resolution of PDEs akin to MATLAB for numerical linear
algebra. In describing our implementation we will employ some nomenclature inherent to the
package. For the magnetic field equation (6) including gauging, we employed the predefined
application mode for quasi-static magnetic fields. In this application mode the induced voltage can
be computed by introducing an integration coupling variable, integrating the electrical field over the
subdomain of the ac coil(s). This approach allows to monitor the induced voltage and to compare the
result of (2) and (7). The induced voltage is inserted in the circuit equation that is implemented as
an ordinary differential equation. A strong coupling between the field and circuit equation is made.
The model is discritized in space using second order H(curl) conforming edge elements for the
vector potential and second order nodal for the gauge field on an unstructured mesh of tetrahedra.
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The resulting spatially discrete model is integrated in time using a BDF scheme from DASPK [10]
with an adaptively chosen time stepping scheme. The accuracy of this procedure is governed by
specifying absolute and relative tolerances on vector potential and gauging field. The adaptive time
stepping results in smaller time steps close to the instance when the fault occurs. The system of linear
equations arising at each Newton step within each time step is solved using the sparse direct solver
PARDISO [11]. The presence of the circuit equation (1) prevents the straightforward deployment of
fast multigrid solution techniques [9]. Convergence of the Newton process at the initial time step is
obtained by providing a good initial guess. Such a guess is obtained by solving a separate application
model in which only the dc coils are excited. Convergence of the Newton process at subsequent
time steps required us to overrule the Comsol Multiphyics default values for the evaluation of the
Jacobian and the maximum number of Newton iterations.

6. VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL
To validate the developed FEM models, the computed results are compared with the experimental
one for both FCL topologies. The non-linear B -H curve, used in simulations, is given in Fig.2. It is
obtained by measuring the B -H curve of the used silicon-steel cores. Each simulation is ran from
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Figure 2. BH curve used in the simulations

tstart =0s to tend =0.07s, having a fault incepted at tf ault =0.035s as shown in Fig.3(a). As a result,
the left and right legs of the open-core are driven alternately out of saturation by rising fault current,
see Fig.3(b), resulting further in the increased induced voltage across the ac winding (see Fig.3(a))
and restrained fault current.
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Figure 3. Simulated line resistance drop, induced voltage and core leg flux in open core FCL.

Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) give comparison of the results for the three-leg FCL configuration, for the
cases that the gap length is 0mm and 3.5mm, respectively. The models give very accurate results.
The current waveforms for open-core FCL are plotted in Fig.5. Again, the graph shows an excellent
match. This confirms that the 3D model can indeed be used to predict the behavior of the FCL.
Plots of relative permeability in the FCL core, given in Fig.6, demonstrate the operation principle
of both FCL configurations. The right leg of the open-core FCL is saturated at t = 0.05s while
the left leg is driven out of saturation (see Fig.6(a)), resulting in higher permeability value and
increased FCL limiting impedance. The three-leg FCL operates in the similar way. The left outer
leg is desaturated, contributing to the enlarged FCL impedance, while the right outer leg is driven
deeper to saturation, see Fig.6(b). The given plots are valid for one half-cycle.
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Figure 5. 3D simulation and experimental current waveforms for open-core FCL (config 3)
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Figure 6. Snap shot of relative permeability in the core at t = 0.05 s.
Table III. Computational cost of the three configurations considered.

DOFS
Number of time steps
Number of Newton steps
Simulation time [s]

config 1
50577
3002
1264
52581

config 2
51748
312
709
12248

config 3
16672
421
1147
4358

We performed a mesh convergence study which shows that the instantaneous value of the currents
plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 converge to a limit value as the mesh width converges to zero. In Table III
we give the CPU time required to solve the three configurations considered (labeled as config 1,
config 2 and config 3) on an Intel 4 3.4 GHz 4 GB RAM workstation. This time is directly related to
the number of degrees of freedom, the number of time steps and the total number of Newton steps.
In Table III we choose a sufficiently fine mesh according to our convergence study. The table shows
that the configuration without gap (config 1) requires more computational effort to solve than its
Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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counterpart with 3.5mm gap (config 2). Explaining this phenomenon in detail is a matter of further
research.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented a three-dimensional non-linear transient field-circuit coupled model that allows to
accurately predict the current limiting behavior of inductive FCLs. The model has been treated
numerically by a finite element technique. Simulation results for the limited current for two
configurations show an excellent match with experimental data. The models presented constitutes a
valuable tool for design, optimization and verification of inductive FCLs.
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